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the avira engine in kingsoft's product leaves a lot to be desired. it is sluggish, incompatible with many websites and is unable to effectively block malicious
software. even so, it is a pretty decent antivirus, but falls significantly behind any other free anti-virus product that i have used. in contrast, the avira engine in the
kingsoft internet security 2015 product is unresponsive and often seems completely stumped by whatever malicious software it encounters. while it can stop
malware, it does so very sporadically and is unable to remove malicious files, often failing to provide an option to do so. even so, i have not yet had any attempts to
infect the computer. in order to maximize your protection status you can access kingsoft personal firewall, which allows you to set different security levels as
convenient. from the main window, you have the possibility to monitor all the running processes and easily open the program's folder or remove it from the system
tray menu. its main functions cover not only internet traffic and status monitoring, but it also provides you with the capability of intercepting trojan attacks. the new
kingsoft internet security comes in two versions, a single language app that can be installed in a single "app store" along with other of the firm's wares, or a multi-
lingual app that will only work with a single language version of the operating system. for us, the latter is a little more of an issue; we had already expected a
separate key for the english version to be included in the box, but it is not, and the other language versions are offered separately from the main kingsoft package.
the multi-lingual version has a selection of seven languages, including english, german, french, spanish, japanese, russian, and portuguese.
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this has a rather simple set of options, but is perfectly adequate for a basic internet security suite, with the "file type" option holding the key to many of the tools.
detailed analysis of the contents of the file is available via the "search" bar, offering "cloak and decode", a relatively detailed "low level" analysis, plus "smart

protection" which offers the usual run of malware protection but also gives a detailed breakdown of each form of the malware detected, including hashes,
classifications and the application of the antivirus in question. the "control center" provides a bit of guidance, giving a brief history of each of the programs detected

and confirming their removal. the embedded help is fairly mundane, but did include one of the more informative guides we've seen, explaining the use of the
"search" button to effectively scan for every file on the system, as well as the "security advisor" tool. as far as we can tell, the search feature is the only major tool
that requires an internet connection to function, making it a bit of a chore if you have an older router, and somewhat unexpected. a rather simplistic interface, with

the basics out of the box, with a search-only mode providing a quick scan, and the usual list of security tools. we're not quite sure what the "security advisor" is
offering, although it might be a way of offering some more targeted analysis if you have a problem with a program. the email attachment portal.shtml is simply a

text file which contains a html page. this is a common malware tactic used to cover up the main payload. to make the test a bit more interesting, the payload
(payload.exe) should be run using powershell.exe -command "<username> <password>". this places the file into the c:\windows\system32 directory, giving the file

effective "all permissions". 5ec8ef588b
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